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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE

EXECUTIVE’S MESSAGE

A Message from our
Group CEO:
By Olav Nortun, Chief Executive Officer, Thome Group

Dear Maritime Colleagues,

In the last issue we looked at how our various departments at Thome met
the challenges presented by the COVID-19 global restrictions through the
use of digital solutions.
In this issue we focus on the most important aspect of our COVID-19
challenges during this pandemic which has been how to manage crew
changeovers.
Like the rest of the ship management industry, Thome has had to
deal with dynamically changing situations depending on the restrictions
imposed by different global governments.
To cope with this, we set up a task force to deal with the whole issue and
to keep our seafarers and families up to date with the latest information.
I would like to thank all those involved in developing the protocols and
communicating the processes that have had to be put in place to ensure
that crew changeovers could take place.
Careful planning has been essential and has involved external as well as
internal teams including personnel from crewing, technical, marine, travel,
port agency staff and senior management.
I would also like to thank our crews especially those who have had to
work beyond their contracts during this difficult time.
We have tried to prioritise, where possible, those crew who are the
longest overdue on their contracts and I am pleased to report that, despite
the unprecedented challenges, we have repatriated over 3,300 seafarers
in the tanker and dry fleets from March to mid October 2020.
We will continue to work conscientiously to make sure we repatriate
as many crew as possible within the current limitations and would like to
reassure our seafarer colleagues that getting you home on time remains
our number one priority.
Lastly, let me wish everyone a peaceful holiday season and a new year
filled with joy and love. May you have a peaceful celebration despite the
challenging situation we are faced now. And for our seafarers onboard
and away from their loved ones during this season, we are
grateful for your service and you are in our thoughts.
Happy Holidays and keep safe!
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Crew Change During the Pandemic
By Claes Eek Thorstensen, President and CCO, Thome Group

Working virtually is now the norm in these unprecedented
times that we find ourselves in, and I am proud of the way
that our global teams have made that transition in their daily
working lives with the minimum of fuss.
This issue explores how far we have come since the global
disruption of COVID-19 forced us to find alternative ways of
working around accepted business practises.
Remote inspections have been very successful and while
they will probably not replace physical inspections completely,
they will be a viable alternative in certain specific instances
post-COVID-19 restrictions.
Another successful project which has been accelerated,
due to the current circumstances, has been the Owners’
Portal 2.0 upgrade. Foo Say Toon’s article outlines several new
enhancements which will benefit our owners’ user experience
with extra features and benefits.
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A lot of training now takes place virtually which makes
it more convenient for staff to learn at a time and place to
suit their own needs and we plan to extend this with online
simulator training following engagement with suppliers.
Our first totally virtual conference also took place
recently. It was a very successful event which had the theme
of “Empowering for a Safer Future”.
Finally, I am really pleased at how all internal and external
teams have worked together to focus on the matter of crew
changeovers which has been such a difficult situation to
manage and extremely tough for our crews to endure. We
will continue to strive to make sure that we leave no stone
unturned to facilitate as many crew changeovers as possible
in a timely manner.

THOME WORLD

Seafarers Undergo PCR Tests and
Quarantine to Ensure Safety
By Morten Maasoe , Head of Tanker Crewing Operations

At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Thome Group
already recognized the potential impact it could have on
the managed vessels and crew, and an Emergency Response
Team was quickly formed to deal with these challenges.
The Group’s focus was centred around dealing with sudden
port closures, lockdowns, the logistics of managing crew
changes, and to formulate crew changes and vessel protocols.
The guidelines that followed were based on industry’s best
practices, government and airline requirements, including
recommendations brought forward by the International
Maritime Organization (IMO), the World Health Organization,
and the Centre for Disease Control.
As the pandemic continues to spread, these guidelines
have been amended based on new information and our
own experiences. Where possible, Thome has entered
into agreements with quarantine facilities and hotels to
accommodate Thome seafarers. These facilities offer amenities
that provide crew with an opportunity to complete in-house
training done online and staff monitoring to ensure that our
protocols are followed. Similarly, port agents worldwide
have been instructed to follow our guidelines. This includes
hiring private vehicles to pick-up our seafarers separately
from other clients, and to ensure proper personal protection
and observance of social distancing to minimize any potential
infections in transit.
Unless required by our principals or governments in a
joining port, we follow these minimum guidelines for
crew joining vessels worldwide:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Once the result is received and provided it is negative,
the crew member will enter a company approved
quarantine centre for a minimum of seven days. Their
body temperature will be taken twice a day and he/she
will be regularly checked for any symptoms.
Depending on departure date, a second PCR test will
be done 48-72 hours prior to their date of departure
to ensure that they’re still negative
Crew members are provided with PPE and statutory
travel documents as required or asked to provide their
own PPE in domicile, as per the company’s protocol.
If other crew are joining at the same port, a team
leader is appointed to ensure compliance and that
social distancing is adhered to.
At the joining port, crew members are met by the
local agent, taken to an approved accommodation
facility, ensuring all crew members have their own
room with attached bathrooms.
A third PCR test is then arranged by the agent. While
awaiting the test results, the crew remain in their
rooms, have all meals served there, and continue
to do twice daily temperature checks and monitoring
of any symptoms.
If the test results come back negative, they may join
the vessel.

Each seafarer is briefed on the company’s
testing and quarantine protocols and will
undergo COVID-19 Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) test.
The crew will be housed in company
provided accommodation (or serve their
stay at home following strict guidelines
as per Singapore MPA) while waiting for
the test result
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Changing Crew in a
Restricted World
By Simon Frank, Chief Human Resources Officer

When the COVID 19 pandemic hit us in the beginning of the
year, we did not know what to expect. However, it quickly
became evident that its effects would present a huge challenge
especially in how we responded to crew changeovers.
Assessing the situation six to seven months ago, these were
the challenges that we encountered:
Countries closing their borders in different degrees
of severity
Normal coverage of flights reduced to around 5-10%
capacity
Strict regulations and requirements with regards to
quarantine processes
In light of the above, it has not been easy to maintain a
normal flow of crew changes and we have been heavily affected
by the impact of so many global restrictions, resulting in many
overdue seafarers remaining onboard. This results to a huge
impact on all crewing staff whom have been involved in the
effort to get our crew signed on and off.
Seven months since the start of the pandemic, as we
assess the situation we have today, these same challenges
remain present:
Countries have opened their borders in various ways
but a second and third wave of the pandemic is
threatening many regions with full or partial lockdowns
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-

Frequency of global flights have not yet fully
recovered to pre-pandemic levels
Procedures for quarantining and COVID-19 testing
seafarers are still in force
On a more positive note, we are seeing that our industry is
adapting to the new normal successfully. More initiatives have
been taken to support crew travel and crew changes. Many
states are recognizing seafarers as key workers and the need to
allow them safe passage to and from vessels to keep facilitate
the smooth running of the global supply chain.
At Thome, we remain positive with the future and of how
the COVID-19 pandemic is influencing us. There are still jobs
that need to be done for seafarers who have overdue contracts,
and we are working tirelessly to resolve that.
We will not rest until ALL seafarers who are overdue from
their contracts are successfully repatriated. That remains our
number one mission!
Lastly it is very appropriate to state a huge and humble
thank you to all the seafarers onboard who have been forced
to stay longer than they are supposed to. It has not been easy
for many.
The way that all Thome’s vessels have remained in full
operation has been truly amazing to see and we are eternally
grateful for that.

THOME WORLD

Crew Changeover Protocol Amid
COVID-19 Situation
By Rajesh Divakaran, Head of Marine HR / MLC Officer

The Thome Group introduced a new protocol for crew
changeovers when it became apparent that global travel
restrictions due to the COVID-19 pandemic were seriously
disrupting normal crew changeover procedures.
The new protocol was developed by Thome’s Marine HR
department in conjunction with an in-house task force set up to
deal with the dynamically changing situation.
The protocol covers up to date information about the
virus and all the precautions that a crew needs to take when
joining a vessel.
Information has been provided to the fleet on
Thome’s mandatory quarantine requirements, including
implementation and enforcement, which can vary slightly
from country to country.
The protocol outlines the dos and don’ts while in quarantine
and PCR testing requirements before and after the quarantine
period has ended, including prior to joining the vessel.
Seafarers are given detailed instructions on how to behave
when travelling to the vessel – dos and don’ts at airports for
instance and during the flight.
As well as communicating these protocols to its own staff,
Thome Group has also issued instructions to port agents too on
subjects such as crew transportation, hotel accommodation and

COVID-19 testing. If COVID-19 arrangements vary in a specific
country e.g. Singapore then a list of special instructions has
been drafted to ensure compliance.
Crewing personnel have been issued with a checklist
to make sure that nothing gets missed and an FAQ page is
constantly updated to answer any stakeholder questions.
Procedures are also in place to deal with any crew member
suspected of contracting the virus while onboard or if a crew
member tests positive prior to joining a vessel. Thome also have
a detailed Outbreak Management Plan to handle the suspect
and confirmed cases onboard.
Once onboard, crew will be required to wear PPE such
as face masks, wash hands frequently and maintain social
distancing where possible. Temperatures of all onboard
personnel will be checked twice a day and anyone found to have
symptoms will be told to self-isolate for 14 days along with
anyone who has been in close contact with the infected person
which is normally more than 15 minutes spent in the person’s
company and less than 2 metres apart.
So, Thome has put a lot of work into ensuring that crew
changeovers are as safe as possible and if everyone follows
these procedures diligently then it will vastly reduce the risk of
spreading the virus amongst crew members.
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Coping with Crew Changes During
the Pandemic
By Capt. Vinay Singh Chauhan, Marine HR Manager

COVID-19 has been a major disruptor to global business and
trade and the maritime industry has coped amazingly well in
keeping supply chains open.
However, the industry has had to cope with various global
restrictions which has hindered the smooth running of vessel
deliveries with the most notably obstacle being crew changeovers.
Once the World Health Organisation (WHO) declared
COVID -19 as a pandemic on the 11th March this year,
rapid amendments of immigration rules were made in most
countries, which adversely affected crew changeovers
making them almost impossible to organise due to issues
with obtaining visas and a total lack of international flights
to repatriate crew.
This resulted in many crew having to work well beyond
their contracts with some being onboard for nearly a year while
others languished ashore waiting to be assigned a vessel.
The industry has tried to work together to get around
the various restrictions but even in places where crew
changeovers were allowed, such as Singapore, there was
still a logistical nightmare to overcome with extremely strict
quarantine procedures to adhere to in many of the seafarers’
home countries, PCR tests prior to departure, fitness to fly
certificates, detailed crew change application submissions
required at least 14 days in advance and a lack of isolation
facilities in embarkation ports, to name but a few.
To cope with this dynamically changing situation Thome set
up a task force to deal with the whole issue. Each department
completed their part of an individual vessel task force sheet
which included the vessel’s itinerary and status of overdue/
planned crew etc.
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Each vessel is then categorised as high, medium or low
risk depending on specific criteria such as the length of time
crew have been onboard and how overdue they are for a
crew changeover.
Then a specific plan of action per vessel is put in place for
each of the high risk vessels with team members assigned from
crewing, technical, marine, travel, port agency staff and senior
management, to help implement it.
There are regular video calls with the vessel to keep the
crew up to date on progress. Any deviation or issues with the
agreed plan are addressed and communicated to the vessel.
For instance, there was an issue with the timely release of PCR
results due to the labs being overwhelmed at the height of the
pandemic and so Thome arranged for additional labs in Manila
to fast track results to comply with airlines/embarkation port
requirements. Thome also developed and implemented a crew
change protocol to ensure the quarantine of on-signing crew
was followed, PCR tests at their home country were completed
and embarkation ports were implemented. Also dedicated
isolation centres were identified and set up in places like Manila
for the safety of its crews.
And finally, Thome’s crewing department worked closely
with the Group’s travel agency to book flights in a timely and
economical manner as practicable and also utilised their market
presence/connections with Maritime associations such as
MAASA to book charter flights for Indian seafarers.
As of this writing, we the Company continuously to work
hard in putting in all efforts to get our beloved seafarers home.

THOME WORLD

Thome Group and Carsten
Rehder Launch Thome Germany
By TGN Editorial Team

The Thome Group and Germany-based company, Carsten
Rehder have agreed to cooperate in a joint venture.
Under the agreement, a new company will be set up to take over
the ship management of Carsten Rehder’s owned and managed fleet
of mainly dry bulk, container and multi-purpose vessels.
The new company is to be called Thome Shipmanagement
Germany GmbH & Co. KG with the Thome Group and Carsten
Rehder as the two shareholders. The ship management staff at
Carsten Rehder will be absorbed into this new joint venture.
Carsten Rehder will remain independent as ship owners and
commercial managers and Thome Germany will also seek to win
new ship management opportunities in Europe, separate from the
business managed by Thome’s Croatian office.
Carsten Rehder and Thome Germany have also agreed to work
together on projects of mutual interest.

Olav Nortun, Thome Group’s CEO expressed his delight with
the new venture. He added, “This will be a mutually beneficial
relationship for both companies and as Carsten Rehder is a partner
in Thome Germany, it will use its ship management services for all its
owned and third party operated vessels. We will also work together
on some joint projects.”
Commenting on the joint venture, Thomas Rehder, Managing
Director of Carsten Rehder, said, “Entering into this collaboration
with the Thome Group makes sense as the German and
International shipping markets have changed over the last 10 years.”
He added, “For German ship owners, third party ship management
services have become a more important part of the business. So, we
decided that the time was right to integrate our ship management
into a larger third-party ship manager.”
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Quarantine Facilities During
the Pandemic
By Per Selmer-Olsen, Vice President, Thome Ship Management Pte Ltd - ROHQ

The Maritime Industry is possibly one of the sectors most
affected by the COVID - 19 crisis. The pandemic is having an
unprecedented impact on the ports and shipping industry and
shipping companies are constantly faced with challenges which
include: country border restrictions, grounded/cancelled flights,
no public transport, and maritime authorities with skeletal
workforces which has made it nearly impossible to resume
regular crew changes for our seafarers.
In the Philippines back in March 2020, the biggest challenge
was to get our manning offices and other back office functions
operational to support our seafarers and clients. Right after
the lockdown was announced, Thome and TSM set up its staff
to work from home and resumed operations immediately
to provide support for our seafarers and their families.
Fortunately, most of our staff already had office laptops and
internet connection at home, thus enabling them to work
despite the situation.
For the past few months, countries around the world have
started to recognize seafarers as essential workers and allowed
them to travel for the purpose of crew changes. In addition,
most ship management companies came up with strategic plans
and initiatives to ensure the safety of its seafarers both onboard
and on vacation.
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Quarantine Facilities in the Philippines
Thome Group has developed a procedure so that crew can
sign on as safely as possible. The purpose is to ensure the safety
of our crew and to minimize the possibility and chances of
getting COVID - 19 prior to embarkation. Thome has detailed
procedures and protocols for crew to follow while staying at
a mandatory quarantine facility which includes 25 accredited
hotel quarantine facilities with 4 of them being used solely by
Thome and TSM seafarers. Several minimum requirements
were set for the hotels and audits were performed to ensure
the safety and well being of our crew. Thome has also partnered
up with our clients and Norwegian shipowner association for a
new facility located near Manila airport.
To maintain the safety of crew, seafarers are not allowed
to leave the room while in quarantine which is probably the
biggest mental challenge. We try to help them by offering webbased training and also by implementing a well-being program
designed by external experts.
Slowly we are seeing an improvement in domestic flights
in the Philippines as well as public transport. This allows us to
isolate seafarers for 7-14 days minimum prior to crew change.
Thome would like to thank our seafarers for their strong
commitment throughout this pandemic. We could not have
made it this far without your willingness to help. Many of you
reading this article have stayed onboard longer than your
contract but rest assured Thome are doing everything they can
to get you safely home to your families.

THOME WORLD

Preparing for Remote Audits and
Inspections
By Jamie Morgan Ramsamy, Head of HSSEQ

The COVID-19 pandemic has totally changed the usual
practice and protocols in the maritime industry. It has been
challenging for the past seven months to say the least. But as we
navigate and respond through it, we have slowly adapted and
adjusted our measures as required.
Vessel visits for inspections are done remotely due to
travel restrictions. Here is the process flow of Thome’s remote
inspections carried out on vessels for several months:

The process was derived from the remote internal audit
procedure which was also developed earlier this year in
response to similar restrictions. The processes are based on the
ISO 19011 guidelines for auditing management systems. The
audit process flow is as follows:
level of coordination and communication between participants
and auditors was seen during the entire auditing process.
Thanks to Thome auditees for their dedication, to BP’s
auditors for their professionalism and Thome’s TMSA
coordinator and Senior HSSEQ Superintendent, Anurag Dawar,
for the excellent planning, preparation and coordination.
As COVID-19 continues to shape the maritime landscape,
it is apparent that it will leave an inedible mark on the industry
and transform the way we work.
On 2 September 2020, BP successfully carried out a
Tanker Management and Self-Assessment (TMSA) audit for
Thome Ship Management Pte. Ltd. which was done for the
first time virtually via Microsoft Teams. Two separate virtual
meeting rooms were created and auditees and auditors moved
seamlessly between these virtual rooms. An unprecedented
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Promoting Reusable
Drinking Bottles
By Peter Schellenberger, Vice President, Supply Chain

Producing campaigns that deal with sustainability and
environmental concerns has always been one of the many
priorities of Thome Group. This year, our target is to educate
the seafarers onboard while using material that is very costefficient, hence the launching of the Thome Reusable Water
Bottle Campaign.
With our strong conviction to be mindful of overusing the
world’s resources and lessen our environmental impact, we
have decided to play our part by embarking on a very important
project. It is to replace the 1.5L PET bottled water that has been
used and consumed on vessels for many years. The ecological
footprint for this is not
only the plastic of the
individual bottles, but also
the transportation and
the pallet/shrink wrap
packaging used to ship
these items in bulk.
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Thome Group has decided to include a 0.75L stainless steel
drinking bottle as part of crews’ PPE packs. The Group is also
completing a trial to promote the installation of 3 to 4 safe and
practical drinking water stations/fountains onboard. We are
supporting this with an educational campaign and confidence
building measures to reassure crew that fountain water is safe
for consumption, supported by regular testing. Added to that,
we have also joined the global IMPA initiative to document our
efforts and successes with this initiative.
The Reusable Water Bottle Campaign aims to reduce
the plastic consumption on all vessels. For years, dumping
of plastic waste in the
ocean has resulted in
many environmental
issues like global
warming, water
pollution, and harm to
marine animals.

THOME WORLD

Owners’ Portal 2.0 Adds New
Features and Benefits for Users
By Foo Say Toon , Vice President, IT

The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed our industry in a
myriad of ways. Due to the pandemic, digital transformation
has accelerated in several areas that are likely to change the
information flow paradigm for the foreseeable future.
One of our top priorities for digital transformation is to improve
the user experience and increase business efficiency. And that
requires visionary and consistent leadership that works with a
clear goal in mind. Our Owners’ Portal is one of these leadership
management projects to provide dashboard information visibility
and insight reports so that the owner to access to up to date
information wherever and whenever they wish.
In the upcoming Owners’ portal 2.0, the UX and UI will be
enhanced to give the user an even more pleasant experience. In
addition, more substantial information will be available; such as:
•
Fleet – Contact Lists, Vessel Information and Location
•
Quality & Safety – Port State Control, Incident and Injury

•
Technical – Vessel Visits, SIRE and Performance
•
Crew Listing
•
Finance
•
File sharing
Beside the above, the Owners’ portal also leverages
Microsoft technology on the Power BI Embedded Analytics
features. This is a Microsoft Azure service that enables
developers to quickly create rich and interactive visuals,
reports, and dashboards into the application.
As the Owners’ portal will be a cloud application, cyber
security and risk will be our key concern and priority. Prior to
implementation, penetration testing will be conducted and
reviewed. This is a test which engages a third-party provider
to simulate cyber-attacks against the system to check for
exploitable vulnerabilities.
Stay tuned and find out more soon…
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Thome Group wins the Safety4Sea
Tanker Operator Award of 2020
By TGN Editorial Team

To add to its impressive list of awards and recognitions, the Thome
Group won the Safety4Sea Tanker Operator Award 2020. The
announcement was made by the organisers on October 20th with
a Videoed acceptance speech by Thome.
Being recognised in this way is particularly pleasing as not only
is the tanker sector a very important part of our overall business, but
it has also been a very challenging year for as the global coronavirus
pandemic has affected every aspect of our personal and professional
lives.
Like many other businesses, the Thome Group has had to adapt
its way of working to deal with the various restrictions imposed
by worldwide governments to stop the spread of the virus. Our
seafarers have had extra responsibilities thrust upon them to ensure
that our vessels remain COVID secure including the wearing of PPE,
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daily temperature checks and social distancing where possible.
Many have also had to work beyond their contracts
due to the restrictions at ports and the lack of available
international flights needed to facilitate crew changeovers,
so to win this prestigious award in such difficult
circumstances is a tribute to their dedication and selfmotivation to work together as a team.
As well as having good performing teams both ashore
and onboard, Thome Group also aims to be at the forefront
of technological advances to give its employees the most up
to date tools to help them perform their roles as efficiently
as possible. The operations hub is one such example and
allows the complete monitoring and management of our
entire fleet.

REGULATORY UPDATE

EU MRV Amendment – Targeting
40% CO2 emission intensity
reduction by 2030
By Rajiv Malhotra , Technical Manager

EU MRV Regulation
Under the Regulation (EU) 2015/757, on monitoring, reporting and
verification of carbon dioxide emissions from maritime transport
(EU MRV Regulation), vessels with a gross tonnage greater than
5000, calling on the EU and EFTA region for cargo operations, have
to report verified data of their CO2 emissions, fuel consumption
and transport work, to the European Council for two reporting
years now (2018 and 2019).
Amendments to EU MRV Regulation
In accordance with the amendment to the regulation, adopted
by the European Parliament on 16th September 2020, shipping
companies will be required to linearly reduce the annual CO2
emissions per transport work by at least 40%, by the year 2030.
Using the data reported by vessels under EU MRV and IMO DCS,
the Commission will define the baselines, the annual reduction
factor, and the calculations for excess emission penalties, for each
ship category.
The Commission will work towards setting up a holistic
labelling system for the environmental performance of ships.
Further, the amendment targets the control of other emissions,
such as methane, nitrogen oxides, sulphur oxides, particulate
matter and black carbon. It also focuses on promoting the usage
of shore-side electricity by vessels, and the provision of its
adequate supply at ports, by the member states.
The Commission plans to include maritime shipping under
the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) from 2022, and to
establish an ‘Ocean Fund’. The fund, financed by revenues from
auctioning ETS allowances, would be used to make ships more
energy efficient, to support investment in innovative technologies
and infrastructure for decarbonising maritime transport, and to
protect marine ecosystems impacted by climate change.

EU Emissions Trading System
EU ETS is the world’s largest carbon trading market, a key tool
used by the EU for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
cost-effectively. At present, maritime shipping is not a part
of EU ETS, but it covers GHG emissions from various major
sectors. These are power and heat generation, oil refineries,
commercial aviation, iron and steel, aluminium, metals, cement,
lime, glass, ceramics, pulp, paper, cardboard, acids and bulk
organic chemicals.
The system sets a progressively reducing cap on the GHG
emissions from the installations under the covered sectors.
Within the cap, emission allowances are received or bought by
every company, which needs to surrender at the yearend enough
allowances to cover all its emissions, otherwise heavy fines are
imposed. Spare allowances can be kept for future needs or sold to
companies that underperform or are short of allowances.
EU ETS impact on shipping industry
With maritime shipping entering this system, there will
be an incentive to cut emissions from vessels by efficient
voyage management through speed optimisation, weather
routeing, trim optimisation and improvement in vessel
capacity utilisation; auxiliary power optimisation; and efficient
monitoring and maintenance of hull, propeller and engines.
Carbon markets can promote investment into propulsion
improvement devices, high-performance hull coatings, engine
upgrades, variable frequency drives, energy saving lights etc. for
existing ships; and low-carbon and zero-carbon technologies for
new builds.
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PORT STATE CONTROL

Mental and Physical Well-being is
Key to Successful PSC
By Capt Mayuresh Jayade, Group Marine-Safety Manager / DPA

Successful outcomes of Port State Control inspections rely on
effective compliance to the company’s SMS.
Mental and physical fitness is key to ensure crew members
remain focused on performing shipboard operations,
maintenance and inspections in a flawless manner so that
compliance can be demonstrated during PSC.
It has been over 9 months since the world succumbed to the
COVID-19 pandemic and came to almost a dead stop. Though
some of the countries have succeeded to contain the outbreak
and flatten the curve of positive infections, vast populations still
remain under partial lockdowns of some sort.
Philippines, India and China play important roles in the
supply of seafarers to the global merchant fleet, however
partial lockdowns and strict quarantine measures for seafarers
from these nations prior joining vessel, have impacted travel
arrangements. As a consequence, many seafarers onboard are
not able to go home upon completion of their contracts and in
some cases, contracts have overrun by more than 12 months.
An overdue crew member may create a potentially
hazardous situation due to mental depression and the inability
to focus on safe working practices. Port state controls, ITF and
other affiliated unions are cognizant of this situation. Although
the IMO has issued guidelines to members on adopting a
pragmatic approach during PSC, working and living conditions is
one such area that has a zero tolerance approach should there
be any deficiency and non-compliance.
PSC Inspectors have begun to scrutinize the contractual
documents of overdue crew members.
Vessels are likely to be detained due to a violation of
regulations on crew contracts, as per the Maritime Labour
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Convention (MLC), if an inspector has clear grounds to believe
that a crew change was possible in previous dockings. The
majority of the flag state administrations have issued guidelines
to ship owners and managers to ensure approval from the flag
state is obtained for each crew contract extension beyond the
maximum period stated in the flag’s MLC declaration (DMLC
Part 1) and CBA.
Approval from the flag state is the most important
document to avoid a PSC detention and masters must ensure
that the office has arranged for this document prior to arrival
any port for each of the overdue crew onboard. In Thome,
we have established a dedicated task force for COVID-19
pandemic crew matters which works closely with owners,
commercial operators, flag states and travel agencies to
proactively plan crew changes complying with all health and
quarantine regulations.
A number of authorities have also adopted remote PSC
inspections using digital technology and vessels must be ready
at all times. Live video streaming is often involved as part of
such inspections and officers onboard should be aware of
prompt demonstration of emergency systems.
Effective communication and collaboration across
departments within the office and vessel is of paramount
importance. Crew members are encouraged to communicate
with their superiors onboard regarding any concerns about
mental wellness which affects their performance. They should
not hesitate to contact crewing personnel ashore or DPA,
MLCO if escalated attention is needed to resolve matters.
It is teamwork that will help us steer through these
challenging times.

VETTING

Working Around Restrictions to
Continue Inspections
By Capt. Prashant Sankpal, Marine Manager, Tanker Division

Shipping is the back-bone of the world economy and is
responsible for transporting 90% of global commodities, out of
which oil and chemical trade forms a significant part.
2020 has been an eventful year that we will remember
forever. The industry was caught totally off guard and
experienced challenges .
In regards to vetting, we all know that having a valid SIRE
and CDI report is crucial for a ship’s commercial viability,
however conducting SIRE inspections became challenging
since several Oil majors stopped accepting inspection requests
and the Oil majors who accepted the inspection requests
were severely challenged in finding suitable inspectors due to
worldwide travel restrictions being imposed, and restrictions
imposed by various ports on vessel visits.
We, at Thome acted fast and started to arrange
inspections proactively well in advance before 6 months had
passed from the last SIRE and almost all our ships have valid
SIRE and CDI reports.
The industry responded proactively as well and the OCIMF
implemented the measures below during this period:
Increased the availability of SIRE and OVID reports on
the OCIMF website from 12 months to 18 months.
Requested all Oil companies and Oil majors to apply
a pragmatic approach during this period of impact and
screen vessels based on existing SIRE reports which
were more than 6 months old.
Introduced remote SIRE inspections – as a temporary
measure – to ensure the inspection regime continues
without unduly exposing the inspector or the vessel’s
crew to the risk of a COVID-19 infection.
Remote inspections under the SIRE program enables
SIRE inspection of a vessel without the Inspector
physically being onboard. This was an excellent option
for ships stuck in remote ports where arranging
inspections are usually difficult.
Physical inspections have more value compared to IDLE/
Bunker/Remote SIRE inspections and continue to remain the
first choice for SIRE inspections and Thome has not yet had to
conduct a remote SIRE inspection on any of its managed ships,
however the option is available to us , if required.
Health and safety of ship staff (frontline workers of
this industry) and the SIRE/CDI inspectors is of the utmost
importance to ensure an uninterrupted supply chain is

maintained and the OCIMF developed guidance to SIRE
inspectors on the precautions to take when conducting SIRE/
OVID inspections during COVID-19.
The OCIMF developed a questionnaire for SIRE inspectors
to assess the vessel’s COVID risk before boarding. Likewise,
Thome also implemented a COVID outbreak management plan
where a short questionnaire was sent to inspectors to check on
their COVID exposure.
CDI followed suit and supported ship operators on a case by
case basis by extending the availability of existing active reports
of the ship for a period of 2 months from the anniversary date of
the initial CDI inspection, however this ceased on 6th July 2020
once the CDI saw an improvement in their ability to appoint
suitable local CDI inspectors.
New developments / initiatives:
Inspection requests can be done via the OCIMF
website and going forward, this will be the preferred method.
This year “International Safety Guide for Tankers
and Terminals” (ISGOTT) has been revised and this 6th edition
(ISGOTT 6) is now available to the industry. The new revision
of ISGOTT (Sixth Edition) encompasses the latest thinking on
a range of topical issues including gas detection, the toxicity
and the toxic effects of petroleum products (including benzene
and hydrogen sulphide), the generation of static electricity and
stray currents, fire protection and the growing use of mobile
electronic technology. Significant emphasis has been placed
on reflecting changes in the understanding of the impact of
human factors in tanker and terminal operations and ensuring
that the recommendations in ISGOTT are included in Safety
Management Systems (SMSs) and procedures. We, at Thome,
have completed our gap-analysis of ISGOTT 6 and incorporated
the new guidance and revisions from ISGOTT 6 into their
company’s Safety Management Systems (SMS) and procedures.
OCIMF is developing an enhanced and risk-based
vessel inspection program that will supersede the existing SIRE
program. The new regime (SIRE 2.0) is expected to become
operational in 2022 and will more accurately report on the
quality of a vessel and its crew (on an ongoing basis) and
indicate future likely performance. Inspectors will start the use
of web-enabled tablet devices and feedback will be reported
and documented in real-time.
We hope we will stay ahead of the game and as ever
continue in maintaining top-class ships with all required SIRE/
CDI approvals so that our principals can trade our ships in the
most profitable manner.
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

Environmental Compliance
Post COVID-19
By Bindu Shekhar Jha, Head of Compliance

Virtual audits use video conferencing, email, cameras, MS
Teams’ sessions and telephone calls to obtain audit evidence,
just like you would during an on-site audit. This has also
empowered our shipboard management to take responsibility
for their audits and self-improvement drives using these tools
and live data analysis.
The Internal Environmental Audit is also providing a robust
platform for effective environmental training, ORB training and
doubt clearing, thus balancing assessment with assistance. We
have managed to complete 5 remote vessel audits and am sure we
will be able to add more elements to this.
The following categories have been added and accelerated as a
tool for enhanced monitoring and mentoring. This year has seen a
surge in changes implemented across for BWMS/ IMO 2020 which
has led to an increase in queries.
1.
Environmental Queries Expansion:
a.
ORB related- This is the highest in the query category
b.
OWS related
c.
Annex VI related and recordkeeping
d.
BWMS related
e.
Misc Environmental Query (Transfers/ Landing/ Seal
tags/ soot water/ Smoke/ Scrubber/ Cargo Hold Bilges/
Bunker related etc)
f.
Annex IV-Grey water related
g.
Spill related
Increased ORB query figures indicates caution being exercised
by the Master/CE. Other queries reflect the synergy between the
ship and shore on the compliance journey.
2.
Journey through Remote for Reliance: COVID-19 has
accelerated remote innovation in the measuring,
monitoring and mentoring aspects of
environmental compliance, conceiving
the following tools for reliance:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Web ORB training sessions
Web ORB review and doubt clearances
Wed Environmental Training sessions
Remote Internal Environmental Audit
Web NAU waste and Nau Seal Log scanning

This has helped the ship-shore teams to overcome the physical
visit restrictions brought about by COVID, almost turning the
remote visit into a joint venture where ship-shore collectively
identifies strengths, weaknesses, gaps, gap analysis and
implements measures to deal with them.
The ECD continues to keep abreast of changing requirements
and uses environmental alerts to bridge the gap in understanding.
Important released alerts this year were aimed at enhancing
compliance. Some of the 20-20 alerts and procedures that
were reviewed regarding environmental related incidents and
concerns were:
1.
ENV alert 03-2020: republic of Korea (South
Korea) emissions control plan changes
2.
ENV alert 05-2020: oily water separator 15 PPM
discharge operations
3.
ENV alert 06-2020: bunker spill in port bunker
ordering quantity calculation basis
temperature and density
4.
ENV alert 07-2020: additional guidance for
implementation plan for emission control
areas and other discharge categories in
China
5.
ENV alert 08-2020 and BWMS FC-08/2020: ballast
water management guidance worldwide
including USA, Mediterranean Sea, North Sea
China, Australia, Canada, Rome & New Zealand
6.
Info sharing’s ECD 01-2020 and ECD 02-2020: these
are info sharing messages done to highlight learning
outcomes of fleet environmental incidents
7.
TGP 1.3.5 and its appendices are
aimed to continuously
serve our vessels with correct
understanding of Thome
ECP implementation.

SAFETY

Common Human Factors Which
Can Lead to Accidents
By Capt. Chandran Mahalinggam , Senior HSSEQ Superintendent.

Safety is a serious business and making a wrong decision may
lead to catastrophic consequences. It may lead to crew injury or
marine navigation accidents. Marine navigation accidents can
be related to collisions, contacts, damage to a ship / hull failure,
grounding, failure of steering / propulsion while crew injury can
be considered as workplace/occupational accidents.
Common contributing factors to accidents is due to “Human
Factors”. It’s not a comprehensive list of human error but is useful
from a safety perspective.
Lack of situational awareness - working in isolation and only
considering one’s own responsibilities can lead to tunnel vision, a
partial view leading to a lack of awareness in handling a situation /
task. Such lack of awareness may also be a result of stress, fatigue,
pressure and distraction. It is important to build experience
throughout your career. Constant questioning “what if …?” is an
attitude of professionalism. Asking others to check your own work
and challenging any decisions which you feel are unsafe is useful in
gaining the relevant experience and expanding your awareness.
Lack of knowledge - the regulatory requirements for training
and qualification can be comprehensive. However, lack of onthe-job experience and specific knowledge can lead individuals
into misjudging situations and making unsafe decisions. Marine
navigation is an integrated system that is performed by a
competent person after attending formal courses. However,
technical training and on-board experience refines a person from
being competent into a more knowledgeable person.
Inadequate implementation of procedures – it is part of
familiarisation and working processes in every organization.
However, a lack of knowledge and too much importance
given to a paperwork culture which assumes that safety and
compliance lies within paperwork, severely affects the safety
of an organisation. Effective procedures provide something
like a strategic vision. This helps to shape the direction for an
organization to move from a “box-ticking” compliance-first
mindset to one that recognizes risk management as a critical
business discipline.
Complacency - such a feeling often arises when conducting
routine activities that have become habitual and which may be
considered by an individual as easy and safe. A general relaxation
of vigilance results and important signals will be missed, with
the individual only seeing what he, or she, expects to see.
Complacency can also occur following a highly intense activity;
the relief felt at the time can result in physical relaxation and
reduced mental vigilance and awareness.
Communication and common understanding on boardmultinational crews or vessels calling at ports which

communicate
with native / local
languages will be a
challenge in certain
cases. Language
barriers contribute
to collisions,
contacts or injuries
due to inadequate communications. Besides, a reserved
personality or “power distance,” which can be seen
in certain marine communities, plays a major part of
communication failure. The attitude of the bridge team
not to challenge the master’s or OOW’s orders can lead to
disaster during a critical situation.
Crew resource management – the number of crew
members on board plays an important role in preventing
accidents. It extends from crew cooperation and delegation
of tasks. Multitasking, meaning the various roles performed
by a specific crew member may have led towards an accident.
Distraction – this could be anything that draws a
person’s attention away from any task being performed.
Some distractions in the workplace are unavoidable, such as
loud noises, requests for assistance or advice, and day-today safety problems that require immediate solving. Some
distractions can be avoided by delaying a less important task.
Fatigue – it is a natural physiological reaction to
prolonged physical and/or mental stress. The individual
becomes fatigued following long periods of work. The
ability to concentrate, remember and make decisions
reduces significantly. Therefore, such a person is more
easily distracted, and loses situational awareness, thus an
accident happens.
Lack of teamwork – in the marine industry, many tasks
and operations are team affairs; no single person can be
responsible for the safe outcomes of all tasks. However, if
someone is not contributing to the team effort, this can lead
to unsafe outcomes.
Learning from accidents is an essential part of any
safety regime. However, it is best to learn from other
people’s experience rather than your own. Better living
style, documentation of policies, procedures and processes
can not only improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of regulatory compliance efforts but can also unlock
opportunities to improve safety performance. At Thome,
our vision is based on core values “ExCITES”. Individuals are
moulded and focused towards safety. Embrace it.
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LEARNING DEVELOPEMENT

How We Keep Training
Amid the Pandemic
By Sunil Parashar, Senior L&D Manager

As our life adjusts to the new normal, the maritime industry
which has been keeping the world connected, is going
to be expecting the same standards as pre-COVID times
from its operators. At Thome, we continuously strive to
deliver enhanced training for our staff in new ways in order
to maintain the skills and competency levels to meet the
requirements of challenging operations that our seafarers
deal with every day onboard.
Initially, we started delivering training using the blended
learning approach, and since then we have been experimenting
with other training media to cover the gap of not being able to
provide hands-on practical training experience to our sea-staff.
One of these areas is the use of simulators. We have been
working with our partners at Kongsberg to evolve the use of
simulators on cloud platform, so-called remote simulation,
which will provide the appropriate training without having to
leave home. A big challenge of using this remote simulation
solution is the reliability of the users’ internet. To overcome this,
the Kongsberg solution is configured to work on a low speed
broadband connection, which allows for broader participant
coverage, increasing the number who can join these classes.
Currently, we are able to deliver cargo handling simulatorbased courses but soon, with further improvements, we are
hopeful of delivering the full bridge simulator training using
remote solutions.
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Another avenue which we are exploring has been based
on the popular do-it-yourself approach used on social media,
wherein people post videos of themselves undertaking certain
tasks. Our instructors have been using our facilities to create
short demo videos of tasks which the participants would
have normally practiced during face-to-face practical training
sessions. These videos are going to be made accessible to seastaff for their reference to be used when required for refreshing
their knowledge.
Not staying restricted to just classroom sessions, we have
also rolled out our annual sea-staff conference on a virtual
platform, allowing us to engage with our seafarers in a relaxed,
fun-filled, educative environment.
Overall, we have been continually delivering online training
globally for our sea-staff to ensure they have the right skills
to be able to do their jobs in a safe and effective manner. The
use of multiple means to deliver our training has provided a
resource which has enabled us to empower our seafarers with
the required skills and knowledge, even during this pandemic,
and this is something which will continue to enhance our
training resources even when the world has moved past the
pandemic. Our commitment is to our core values – ExCITES,
excellence in all we do.

LEARNING DEVELOPEMENT

Thome Seafarers Virtual
Conference 2020 Manila
By Andrea Lyn Ponce , Senior L&D Executive

The virtual space is important during these times of pandemic.
The virtual socializing, mentoring, as well as listening to talks
and conferences is key. This is done with the help of e-Learning
platforms and is becoming the new way, the new normal to
interact with others which is more convenient and economical.
Thome, despite these challenges, is adopting an innovative
way to provide an engaging video conference and quality
training session for our seafarers.
Working with this new technology, we launched the first
Thome Virtual Conference with the theme “Empowering
for a Safer Future”, on the 23rd – 24th of September. This
year’s theme aims to help our seafarers increase their selfconfidence and enabling to take initiative and act onboard.
Providing enough support and guidance, Thome puts its trust
in its seafarers to create a safe and resilient workspace for a
safer operation.

The program was opened by our Group CEO, Olav
Nortun and Chief Human Resources Officer, Simon Frank
as they talked about the current situation and company
initiatives for our seafarers during these pandemics.
Participants with more than 40 officers from Philippines
and Indonesia engaged in extensive Q&A sessions with the
speakers via chat. Topics discussed were, “Human Element:
A Mental Health Perspective”, “Environmental Compliance
- The Way Forward”, and “Safe Operations at Thome”.
Although this is a different way to re-connect, it was a great
way to encourage our seafarers that Thome is with them
and “we can do this together”.
Neil LaBute mentioned, “The future is now. It’s time to grow
up and be strong. Tomorrow may well be too late.”
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LEARNING AND DEVELOPEMENT

PDOS Virtual: Implementation of New
Normal in Trainings
By Capt. Alfredo Ibarbia, Regional Training Manager – Southeast Asia

Faced with restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic,
people around the world are wondering when this will end, and
it seems that almost every industry is convinced that this is the
new normal.
During the early stages of the pandemic, training had to
be adapted to the prevailing circumstances. Certain protocols
surrounding the COVID-19 took place so the number of attendees
had to be reduced due to the observance of specific safety
measures. Subsequently with stricter restrictions coming up, we
quickly adapted to delivering our trainings on a completely online
platform using a blended learning approach.
As a part of our commitment to empowering our sea staff, one
of the key requirements we have to meet is the OWWA mandated
conduct of Pre-Departure Orientation Seminar (PDOS). The PDOS
is a mandatory program which workers must attend before being
given clearance to leave the Philippines to work overseas.
The PDOS seminars are conducted by the Commission on
Filipinos Overseas (CFO) and the Overseas Workers Welfare
Administration (CFO), as well as licensed third-party providers
such as TSM Shipping (Phils.), Inc.
The seminars serve the important purpose of minimizing risk
to workers, especially those who are leaving the Philippines for
the first time to work abroad. It consists of series of seven modules
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designed to provide comprehensive guidance for soon-to-be
Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs) plus Thome Ship Management
specific procedures and instructions.
But with the pandemic restriction, conducting these seminars
was affected. Given the criticality of these sessions, the Overseas
Workers Welfare Administration (OWWA) has approved the
PDOS providers with provisional authority to conduct the
seminars online. With our evolved methodology of delivering
training sessions, the TSM Shipping (Phils.) Inc. started conducting
the PDOS sessions using webinars, thereby ensuring all necessary
information and updates were provided before the departure of
our seafarers according to the guidelines set by the Administration.
Additionally, the Administration has prescribed strict guidelines
which we have to comply with. After the completion of each
session, documented evidence needs to be provided to
administration.
With our commitment to empowering our seafarers and our
agility to adapt, we have ensured that not only are the sessions
conducted in strict compliance, but they are done in the most
engaging manner to make it valuable. This reflects our drive for
Excellence as per our core values.

HEALTH

How To Get a Good Sleep
By TGN Editorial Team

Maintaining a good amount of sleep gives a lot of benefits to our
body and mental wellness. According to medical experts, a good
night’s sleep of at least eight hours daily helps to recharge the
energy we lose during the day and stabilize our system. If you
are suffering from over fatigue due to heavy work or stress, an
uninterrupted sleep helps your body to recover.

Follow a strict and scheduled
time of sleep. Having a fixed time
of sleeping helps create a
sleeping cycle and a
healthy body
clock

Avoid distractions like
excessive use of mobile phones,
playing video games, or
social media

Control your exposure to
light. Dim lights can help you
concentrate and put your
mind at ease

Avoid drinking liquids or
eating food which are high in
caffeine as it will boost energy
and make sleep difficult
during the night

Lack of sleep can cause our body to deteriorate, lose our
focus, and affects our mental state. Aside from some serious
health factors like heart disease or a stroke, our ability to
communicate and socialize can also be affected.
Here are some helpful tips on how to get a normal and
meaningful sleep:

Reading a book before hitting the
sack conditions our mind hence
helps our body to relax
and fall asleep more
easily

Meditate and concentrate.
Focus on your sleep and take a
deep breath. Continue doing
this until you find your
rhythm

Avoid eating heavy meals
and drinking too much liquid
before going to bed as you have
to frequent the bathroom
during the night and so
disturbing your
Sleep

Regular daily exercise also
aids having a good sleep

Have a good body and skin care
routine before sleep to help
your body relax

Keeping your sheets clean and
decluttering unnecessary things
in your bedroom can help
you focus
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CREW MATTERS

Seafarer’s Corner:

The Challenges of
Crew Change
By TGN Editorial Team

All seafarers, whether onboarding or offboarding, need to go
through the mandatory protocol for COVID-19 from point A to
point B. Before a seafarer can be given a clearance, they need to
undergo a 14-day quarantine and must pass a series of swab tests.
These new addition to the crew change process has become a
challenge to vessel operators and seafarers.
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For 3rd Engineer Roy Sean Mendoza, being prepared is
key to survive the pandemic.
When Mendoza joined the Thome managed vessel, MT
Hawk on October 3, 2020, he went through a series of
protocols before he was onboarded.

CREW MATTERS

During his mandatory 14-day quarantine, he stayed in a
hotel room, complete with all necessities and daily supplies,
which were provided by the company. Swab tests were also
taken. Though some precautions were a bit scary, he was happy
that the overall experience was good and safe throughout.
Mendoza advised his fellow seafarers to be prepared. Bring
and wear facemasks, study the protocols of the country you’re
going to, and to stay within your designated groups or areas to
avoid being infected by COVID-19.
Second Engineer Exor Duque, of the Ardmore Chinook, had
a challenging experience with the crew change protocols, as
most countries closed their ports or limited operations, forcing
seafarers to stay longer onboard. Because of the pandemic,
offboarding seafarers were asked to extend their contracts by a
couple of weeks or even months.
“Seafarers like us whose contracts had already expired were
anxious, frustrated and irritated with the thought that maybe
we will not have the chance to go home and take a well-earned
rest after an extended period of work,” he said.
Despite the challenges and frustrations of the seafarers,
Duque understood the situation and thanked his crew

managers who have been working hard to fast track the
processes.
He advised other seafarers, who are experiencing the same
ordeal as him, to be patient, widen their understanding, and to
be strong- physically, emotionally, and mentally.
Chief Mate Kristel Manimtim’s schedule of onboarding
with ETC Mena, was delayed for a couple of months due to the
difficulty of conducting crew changes in some ports. He quipped
that the new process has been difficult to ensure the safety
of all; with seafarers undergoing tests, being quarantined,
and other necessary measures, just to get the all clear for
onboarding – something that is totally different from the usual
process.
One thing that Manimtim likes to share with his fellow
seafarers is to be financially prepared. In this trying time,
relying on a single source of income is not smart. Because of the
difficulty of crew changes where your income may be halted,
having other sources like a small business as backup, is a great
help. Managing your finances, anticipating income adjustments,
and budgeting, can help a seafarer get through the financial
crisis caused by the pandemic.
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EDITORS CORNER

It’s Tiktok Time for Thome
Employees and Seafarers
By Angelica Cruz, Corporate Communications and Marketing Senior Executive

Thome seafarers and global employees showed off their hidden
talents in dubbing and dancing for Thome’s Tiktok Challenge.
The new online contest is part of Thome’s campaign to keep
the connection and engagement among all its employees intact
despite the pandemic.
Riding with the popularity of Tiktok amongst social media
users, Thome asked its employees and seafarers to send entries

according to categories: Performance (Sing & Dance) and Acting
(Dubbing, Impressions). The contest ran until October 4 and the
winners were announced on October 23, 2020.
Two winners from each category were chosen for the Grand
Prize of US$500 while a consolation prize of $300 were given
to runners-up.

Grand Prize

Grand Prize
$500 each
Singing/Dancing/Performance
Jade Dalogdog – 3rd Mate MV
Golden Ruby
Acting / Dubbing
Ankit Anand – Navigator Saturn

$500 each
Singing/Dancing/Performance
Emmanuel Mendoza - FR
Acting / Dub
Kristine Pasague

$300 each
David Naval, Chief Cook, Golden Ruby
Singing/Dancing Performance
Angelo Batiller – Messman, Silver Houston

$300 each
Lovelyn Madridondo - AP
(Acting)
Singing/Dancing Performance
Patrick Resuma – Purchasing (Dancing)
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By Olav Nortun, Chief Executive Officer and
Claes Eek Thorstensen, President and CCO, Thome Group
It goes without saying that this has been one of
the most challenging years in all our lives both
professionally and personally.
Uncertainty and change have been the only constants and as a
business Thome has had to be flexible and adaptable in a very
disrupted world.
Yet throughout all the upheaval, we have managed as a team to
keep running as a business and to meet our commitments with
our customers and principals. Despite the obstacles which have
been put in our way, we have managed to find solutions to work
around them and have played our part in keeping the global
supply chain going so that no country has suffered shortages of
food, fuel or medical supplies.

Your commitment and tenacity in the face of these challenges
has been commendable and we would like to thank each and
every one of you for your dedication and loyalty.
As we draw to the close of another year let us look forward to
more positive times when we can once again meet up without
fear of spreading or catching the virus and life can return to a
new normal.
For those of you who will be lucky enough to be able to
spend Christmas with close family and friends, please spare a
thought for those colleagues who will be working during the
festive season.
May we wish you all a very Merry Christmas and let’s look
forward to a happier 2021.
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